Due to the complexity of real-world applications, the number of databases and the volumes of data in databases have increased tremendously. With the explosive growth ins the amount and complexity of data, how to effectively organize the databases and utilize the huge amount of data becomes important. For this purpose, a probabilistic network that organizes a network of databases and manages the data in the databases is proposed in this paper. Each database is represented as a node in the probabilistic network and the affinity relations of the databases are embedded in the proposed Markov model mediator (MMM) mechanism. Probabilistic reasoning technique is used to formulate and derive the probability distributions for an MMM.. Once the probability distributions of each MMM are generated, a stochastic process is conducted to calculate the similarity measures for pairs of databases. Ttie similarity measures are transformed into the branch probabilities of the probabilistic network. Then, the data in the database can be managed and utilized to allow user queries for database searching and information retrieval. An example is included to illustrate how to model each database into an MMM and how to organize the network of databases into a probabilistic network.
Introduction
The exponential growth of computer networks and data-collection technology has generated an incredibly large offer of products and services for the users of the computer networks. Such a large-scaled network of databases may consists of multiple, autonomous, and interconnected. operational databases, that is, some are relational, some are object-oriented, some are hierarchical, and some are multimedia databases. In addi-tion, the number of databases and the volumes of data in databases have increased tremendously in such an information-providing environment. Hence, there is the need for a database management system (DBMS) that has the capabilities to provide a suitable environment for storing, managing, and retrieving data in the database systems. With the explosive growth in the amount and complexity of data, the need to extend the database technology to effectively manag: the databases and utilize the large amount of data has posed a great challenge to the database research community. Toward this end, a probabilistic network based mechanism is proposed for managing a network of databases. Each node in the probabilistic network j s an individual database. The mechanism is based upon a core set of database constructs and a set of queries with the probabilistic descriptions of database access patterns. The probabilistic descriptions of the queries are used to generate the training traces. The training traces and the semantic structures of the databases incorporate probabilistic reasoning techniques to construct the probabilistic network. The network of databases LS modeled as a probabilistic network with the affinity relations of the databases embedded in some probabilistic rnodels. A mathematically sound framework, called the Markov model mediator (MMM) mechanism, serves as the probabilistic model for each node in the probabilistic network. MMMs adopt both the Markov Model framework and the mediator concept. A Markov model is a well-researched mathematical construct which consists of a number of state!$ connected by transitions; while a mediator is a program that collects information from one or more sources, processes and combines it, and exports the resulting information [lo] [ 111. Many applications use Markov model as a framework such as Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) which are based on modeling patterns as a sequence of observation vectors derived from a probabilistic function of a non-deterministic first-order Markov process in speech recognition [6] , and Markov Random Field Models permit the introduction of spatial context into pixel labeling problems and lead to algorithms for generating textured images, classifying textures, and segmenting textured images [4] [5] [7] . However, to our best knowledge, there is no existing research that uses Markov models as a framework in designing a database management system.
In our previous studies, the MMM mechanism has been used to facilitate the functionality of the database management systems [8] [9]. The semantic structure of each database is modeled by the sequence of the MMM states connected by transitions. Since an MMM possesses the stochastic property of the Markov models, the construction of the probabilistic network is based on complex statistical and probabilistic analyses which are best understood by examining the network-like structure in which those statistics are stored. With the help of probabilistic models, methods can be developed to manage the databases via probabilistic reasoning. For this purpose, a probabilistic reasoning approach based on the affinity measures of the databases is used to derived the three probability distributions for an MMM. Then, a stochastic process using these distributions is proposed to build the probabilistic network. The similarity values for the pairs of databases are calculated via the stochastic process and then transformed into the branch probabilities of the probabilistic network.
A simple example is presented to show how the probabilistic reasoning technique is applied and how the stochastic process is executed for the construction of the probabilistic network. Since the MMMs possess the stochastic property of Markov models, database searching and information retrieval for queries can be processed via utilizing some designed stochastic processes. Therefore, the probabilistic network organizes the databases so that the data in the database can be managed and utilized to allow user queries for information retrieval. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The MMM mechanism is briefly introduced in Section 2. The construction of the probabilistic network is presented in Section 3. The probability reasoning technique, the stochastic process, and an example are also included in Section 3. The conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
Probabilistic Modelthe Markov Model Mediator (MMM) Mechanism
Each individual database is modeled as an MMM that is represented by a 6-tuple X = (S, F , A, B,II, !P).
1. S is a set of media objects called states.
1991
Each node in an MMM represents a media object that is used to denote the primitive constructed or manipulated entities in the multimedia databases [l] . Each individual database has its own set of media objects. An MMM consists of a sequence of states which represent the media objects in the databases. The states are connected by directed arcs (transitions) which contain probabilistic and other data used to determine which state should be selected next. Essentially, an MMM is a stochastic finite state machine with a stochastic output process attached to each state to describe the probability of occurrence of the output symbols (states).
3 is a set of attributes/features.
Since different media objects may have different types of attributes or features, each media object has its own set of attributes/features. 3 consists of all distinct attributes/features in the databases.
A is the state transition probability distribution.
A indicates the probabilities that go from one state (media object) to another.
4. B is the observation symbol probability distribution.
B denotes the probability of observing an output symbol (attribute/feature) from a state (media object). Since a media object has its own set of attributes/features and an attribute (a feature) can belong to multiple media objects, the observation symbol probabilities show the probabilities an attribute (a feature) is observed from a set of media objects.
5.
Il is the initial state probability distribution. II gives the probability that a state (media object)
can be the initial state for the incoming queries. Since the information from the training traces is available, the preference of the initial states for queries can be obtained.
6.
Q is a set of multimedia augmented transition networks,(ATNs).
The multimedia ATN is a semantic model that is based on the ATN model. The multimedia ATN model has been proposed for multimedia presentations, multimedia database searching, and multimedia browsing [2] [3] . The arcs in an ATN represent the time flow from one state node to another. An arc represents an allowable transition from the node at its tail to the node at its head, and the labeled arc represents the transition function. An input string is accepted by an ATN if there is a path of transitions which corresponds to the sequence of symbols in the string and which, leads from a specified initial state to one of a set of specified final states. In an MMM, each node (media object) is associated with an ATN.
Construction of Probabilistic Network
A,B, and II are the probability distributions for an MMM. They play the major roles in the construction of the probabilistic network. The probabilistic reasoning technique is used to formulate and derive these three probability distributions for an MMM. The relative affinity values are used to construct the state transition probability distribution A. The observation symbol probability distribution f3 captures the structure of the databases. Then, the training traces are used to construct the initial state probability distribution II. The elements in S and F determine the dimensions of A and B. Once A, B, and Il of each MMM are generated, a stochastic process is conducted to calculate the similarity measures for pairs of databases and to construct the probabilistic network.
Probabilistic Reasoning
To formulate the state transition probability distribution A, the relative affinity values for pairs of media objects in a database are calculated. A relative affinity value between. two media objects indicates how frequently these two media objects have been accessed together. If two media objects have a higher relative affinity relationship, the probability that a traversal choice to one state under a given state should be higher. The relative affinity value between two media objects m and n ( a f fm,,,) in a database dz is defined as follows.
where q is the total number of queries, accessk is the access frequency of query I;, and usek,nL is the usage pattern of a media object with respect to a query.
usek,m (or usek,n) has a value 1 if media object m (or n) is accessed by query IC and has a value 0 otherwise.
Based on the relative affinity values, the conditional probability of traversing the state (media object) n given that the current state (media object) is m is referred as the state transition probability.
where fm,n denotes the joint probability defined as Finally, the initial stake probability distribution for database di is defined as the fraction of the number of occurrences of media object m with respect to the total number of oc;currences for all the member media objects in di from the training traces.
Again, q is the total number of queries, ni is the number of media objects in d i , and usek,nL (or useg,l) is the usage pattern of the media object m (or 1) with respect to query k .
Stochastic Process
To construct the probabilistic network for a network of databases, first the similarity values for pairs of databases are calculated. The similarity value Qf two databases di and dj is denoted by S M ( d , , d j ) that indicates how well di and d j match the observations generated by the sample queries.
Let OS be the set of all observations, Ok be an observation set with the attributes/features involved in query k, X be a set of media objects belonging to di in O k , Y is a set of media objects belonging to d j in O k , kl be the number of attributes/features belonging to the media objects in X, k2 be the number of attributes/features belonging to the media objects in Y , j v k = k l + k2, and F ( N k ) = loNk be an adjusting factor. Assume that the observation set Ok is conditionally independent given X and Y , and the sets X E di and Y E d j are conditionally independent given di and d j . Then S M ( d i , d j ) is formulated as follows.
An Example
A simple example with four databases is used to illustrate how to organize these databases into a probabilistic network. Assume there are four databases dl to d4, where dl has two media objects, d2 has three media objects, d3 has four media objects, and dq has four media objects. Let the media objects be numbered from 1 to 13 and the media objects in the same database have consecutive numbers. For example, the media objects center and department in dl have numbers 1 and 2. The media objects dept, e m p , and proj in d2 have numbers 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Similarly, the media objects in $3 and d4 can be numbered using the same manner.
A set of eight queries whose probabilistic descriptions including the database access patterns and the access frequencies of the queries are used to generate the training traces. Based on the information in the training traces, the three probability distributions for each database can be obtained via the proposed probabilistic reasoning approach. Figure 1 M ( d j , d i ) . For example, the similarity value between dl and dz is 5.77 and the same value is shown between d2 and d l . The similarity values in Table 1 are then transformed into the branch probability Pi,j for:nodes i and j (as shown in Table 1 ). From the obtained branch probabilities, the probabilistic network for the four databases can be constructed. Figure 2 gives the constructed probabilistic network with each node representing a database and each branch probability Pi,j attached to the corresponding arc.
Conclusions
The emergence of networks of databases and the explosive growth in the sizes of networks and data have motivated the need for a good database management system (DBMS}. Toward this end, a probabilistic network approach that incorporates the probabilistic reasoning technique into a DBMS is proposed in this paper. The proposed probabilistic network-based approach manages and utilize the data in the databases in an information-providing database environment.
With the help of a probabilistic network, the affinity relation of the databases in the network can be embedded in the proposed MMM mechanism. The MMM mechanism serves as the probabilistic model for the nodes (databases) in the probabilistic network. To our knowledge, no existing research uses Markov models as a framework in designing a DBMS. Probabilistic reasoning technique is used to formulate and derive the probability distributions for the MMM mechanism. Probabilistic reasoning is powerful in a complex probabilistic network with a large number of states. Then, a stochastic process using these distributions is proposed to build the probabilistic network. An example to illustrated how to model each database into an MMM and how to organize the network of databases into a probabilistic network is presented. Since the construction of the probabilistic network is based upon the core set of database constructs, the probabilistic descriptions of database access patterns, and the access frequencies of the queries, database searching and information retrieval for queries can be performed via some designed stochastic processes. In other words, the network of databases is organized into the probabilistic network in the way that the data in the database can be managed and utilized to allow user queries.
